
Theme of the Month: We care…Transport Month: February, 2020

Value of the Month: Organized Class:-IK-2

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Recap of the capital and small 

letters.Three letter words with 

Phonic sounds.{'e'/'o' in the 

middle}

Recap of capital and small 

letters.Three letter words ['I'/'u' 

in the middle.]

Recap of capital and small 

letters.Revision of sight 

words,three letter words with 

vowels in the middle.

Recap of capital and small 

letters.Revision of sight 

words,three letter words with 

vowels in the middle.

MATHS

Recap [written] of the numbers 

from 1 to 50. Recap [oral ] of 

numbers from 1 to 100,Circle 

the correct number,Introduction 

of number names 11 to 15

Recap [written] of the numbers 

from 1 to 50. Recap [oral ] of 

numbers from 1 to 100,Circle 

the correct number,Introduction 

of number names 11 to 15

Recap [written] of the numbers 

from 1 to 50. Recap [oral ] of 

numbers from 1 to 100,Circle 

the correct number,Introduction 

of number names 16 to 

20.Addition with pictures.

Recap [written] of the numbers 

from 1 to 50. Recap [oral ] of 

numbers from 1 to 100,Circle 

the correct number,Introduction 

of number names 16 to 

20.Addition with pictures.

WAU
Introdution of the topic 

"Transport".

Sorting out the vehicles 

according to the ways of 

transportation.

Introduction of "Traffic Rules" Introduction of "Safety Rules"

Rhymes Red light The wheels on the bus Chai chai coffee coffee Chook chook chook

Exploration 

room

 public speaking and telling a 

story.

Vehicles  we see  in the 

exploration room(illustration).

Public speaking and speaking 

about there favourite vehicles.
Treasure hunt .

Story telling
https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=K12Bluf9bFc

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=BFGtse525UE
The cats judgement .The monkey and the crocodile
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SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

Games

LOCOMOTOR MOVEMENT:

=>Distinguish between a jog 

and a run; gallop/slide; 

hop/jump and explaining the 

similarities and differences

Hoops with music:

Children will stand in hoops 

placed on field area ,and some 

children will stand in centre, 

once music is started they 

need run around the hoops 

and when the music is stopped 

they get back to the hoops

LOCOMOTOR SKILLS:

 Children participate in 

different exercises basing on 

ladder.

Activity:-

Hopping, both leg jumps, 

single leg out and in etc

TEAM GAME:

 Dodge ball Game.

Children forming in a circle and 

having one person in centre, 

everyone tries to hit the centre 

person with dodge ball. The 

centre person needs to 

escape, if he is out chance 

given to beaten person.

Swimming

Basic fluttering kick, kicking 

with the help of tubes.

Activity:-

Identifying the solid particles 

inside water and taking out. 

Note: Before entering into pool 

regular warm-up is mandatory 

to all classes.

Swimming:

Freestyle kicking with the help 

of tubes.

Corrections in kicking.

Activity: Bringing the ball 

activity

Swimming:

Freestyle kicking with the help 

of kick- pads.

Activity:

Travelling with boats in big 

swimming pool. 

Swimming:

How to float in water with any 

support.

Freestyle kicking with the help 

of kick-pads

Signature of Principal

* * *

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY 

Take your child to the busy place where he/she can see different vehicles to observe their wheels,colour,model and size.Help yiur child to 

illustrate the same on the paper or chart through drawing.

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR

The classroom will  be decorated according to the theme.

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher :- Sri Rama Lakshmi, Sri Kavya             Mobile :- 9948138339,  9652275706


